Introduction
Cloud computing is a model to provide convenient, on-demand access to a shared pool configurable computing resources. In cloud computing, IT-related capabilities are provided as services, accessible without requiring detailed knowledge of the underlying technologies, and with minimal management effort. A cloud system is also user friendly, in the respect that it requires less expertise to use. It is sold on demand, typically by the minute or the hour. A cloud can be private or public. A public cloud sells services to anyone on the Internet. A private cloud is a proprietary network or a data center that supplies hosted services to a limited number of people. Private or public, the goal of cloud computing is to provide easy, scalable access to computing resources and IT services. Cloud computing provide everything as a service to their users, like as: storage of data as a service, application software as a service, computing platform as a service and computing infrastructure as a service etc. Up-and-coming distributed file systems in production systems strongly depend on a central node for chunk reallocation. This dependence is clearly insufficient in an extensive, failure-prone environment because the central load balancer is put under considerable workload that is linearly scaled with the system size, and may thus become the performance bottleneck and the single point of failure. The aim to reduce network traffic or movement cost caused by rebalancing the loads of nodes as much as possible to maximize the network bandwidth available to normal applications. Moreover, as failure is the norm, nodes are newly added to sustain the overall system performance resulting in the heterogeneity of nodes. Exploiting capable nodes to improve the system performance is thus demanded.
The popular file system for networked computers is the Network File System. It is a way to share files between machines on a network as if the files were located on the client's local hard drive. Frangipani is a scalable distributed file system that manages a collection of disks on multiple machines as a single shared pool of storage. The machines are required to be under a common administrator and be able to communicate securely. The first one is that it depends on a single name node to manage almost all operations of every data block in the file system. As a result it can be a bottleneck resource and a single point of failure. [1] II.
Related Work
Distributed Hash Tables are key building block for variety of distributed applications. It uses the hashing approach; both the keys and peers are hashed onto a 1D ring. Keys are then assigned to the nearest peer in the clockwise direction. Servers connected to their neighbors in the ring and searching for a key reduces to traversing ring this result a considerable load imbalance. One of the solutions is the use of virtual peers that is for each peers, assigning number of virtual peers. In this case large size request may not be processed because of the tightly bounded expected value. Substitute solution is that of power of two choice paradigms. In this paradigm use standard hashing scenarios using bins to reduce or balance the load. Less shared routing information stored at each peer. [2] The use of range partitioning can make partitioning a dynamic relation across a large number of disks/nodes. Range portioning is frequently popular in large scale parallel as well as peer-to-peer databases. Load balancing is necessary in such scenarios to eliminate skew. This introduces asymptotically optimal online load-balancing algorithms that guarantee a constant imbalance ratio. The data movement cost per tuple insert or delete is constant, and was shown to be close to 1 in experiments. Advantages are Decentralized System, Automatically performs all operations, Avoid Data Skew. One of the disadvantages is that it take too much of time to complete the task. [3] Antony Rowstron et al presents the design and evaluation of Pastry, a scalable, distributed object location and routing scheme for wide-area peer-to-peer applications. Pastry performs application level routing and object location in a potentially very large overlay network of nodes connected via the Internet. In application level routing, different applications will have different requirements according to that routing is performed. For example video conferencing requires high requirements, if any one use this path the requirement will decreases and hence leads to complete no sharing of path. In the case of low requirement application such as email and text messages gives a busy path. According to the requirement application the routing is performed. It can be used to support a wide range of peer-to-peer applications like global data storage, global data sharing, and naming. Advantages are Decentralized System, Automatically performs all operations and one of the disadvantages is that Every time lookup operation is needed. [4] David R. Karger et al have given several provably efficient load balancing protocols for distributed data storage in P2P systems. Algorithms are simple, and easy to implement, so an obvious next research step should be a practical evaluation of these schemes. In addition, several concrete open problems follow from our work. First, it might be possible to further improve the consistent hashing scheme. It uses the hashing approach; both the keys and peers are hashed onto a one dimensional ring. Keys are then assigned to the nearest peer in the clockwise direction. Servers connected to their neighbors in the ring and searching for a key reduces to traversing ring this result a considerable load imbalance. One of the solutions is the use of virtual peers that is for each peers, assigning number of virtual peers. In this case large size request may not be processed because of the tightly bounded expected value. Second, our range search data structure does not easily generalize to more than one order. For example when storing music files, one might want to index them by both artist and song title, allowing lookups according to two orderings. It provides efficient load balancing but hard to achieve. [5] Jeffrey Dean et al introduce the MapReduce programming model has been successfully used at Google for many different purposes. Attribute this success to several reasons. First, the model is easy to use, even for programmers without experience with parallel and distributed systems, since it hides the details of parallelization, fault-tolerance, locality optimization, and load balancing. Second, a large variety of problems are easily expressible as MapReduce computations. MapReduce is the programming model and associated implementation for processing and generating large data sets. Users specify a map function that processes a key-value pair to generate a set of intermediate key-value pairs and reduce function that merges all intermediate value associated with the same intermediate key [6] . It has been emerging as a popular paradigm for data intensive computing in clustered environment such as enterprise data centers and cloud which solves parallel problems using large number of computers collectively called as cluster. Advantages are highly scalable, Can compute large data set, but it is Expensive, More time to compute the reducing functions.
The different qualitative metrics or parameters that are considered important for load balancing in cloudcomputing [10] are Throughput, Associated overhead, Fault tolerant, Migration time, Response time, Resource utilization, Scalability, and Performance. The major concerns of cloud computing that is Load balancing. The goal of load balancing is to increase client satisfaction and maximize resource utilization and substantially increase the performance of the cloud system thereby reducing the energy consumed and the carbon emission rate. Also the purpose of load balancing is to make every processor or machine perform the same amount of work throughout which helps in increasing the throughput, minimizing the response time and reducing the number of job rejection. Comparisons of papers are shown in the 
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III. Load Rebalancing
Load balancing is the process of distributing the load among various nodes of a distributed system to improve both resource utilization and job response time while also avoiding a situation where some of the nodes are heavily loaded while other nodes are idle or doing very little work. Load balancing ensures that all the processor in the system or every node in the network does approximately the equal amount of work at any instant of time. This technique can be sender initiated, receiver initiated or symmetric type. The objective is to develop an effective load balancing algorithm using divisible load scheduling theorem to maximize or minimize different performance parameters for the clouds of different sizes. It is a process of reassigning the total load to the individual nodes of the collective system to make resource utilization effective and to improve the response time of the job, simultaneously removing a condition in which some of the nodes are over loaded while some others are under loaded. A load balancing algorithm which is dynamic in nature does not consider the previous state or behavior of the system, that is, it depends on the present behavior of the system. The important things to consider while developing such algorithm are : estimation of load, comparison of load, stability of different system, performance of system, interaction between the nodes, nature of work to be transferred, selecting of nodes and many other ones.
Load rebalancing eliminates the dependence on central nodes. The storage nodes are structured as a network based on distributed hash tables (DHT). DHTs enable nodes to self-organize and repair while constantly offering lookup functionality in node dynamism, simplifying the system provision and management. The algorithm is compared against a centralized approach in a production system and a competing distributed solution presented in the literature. The simulation results indicate that although each node performs our load rebalancing algorithm independently without acquiring global knowledge. Specifically, in this study, suggest offloading the load rebalancing task to storage nodes by having the storage nodes balance their loads spontaneously. This eliminates the dependence on central nodes. The storage nodes are structured as a network based on distributed hash tables discovering a file chunk can simply refer to rapid key lookup in DHTs, given that a unique handle is assigned to each file chunk. DHTs enable nodes to self-organize and repair while constantly offering lookup functionality in node dynamism, simplifying the system provision and management. It includes chunk creation, DHT formulation, Load balancing algorithm, Replica Management. [7] [8] [9] [11] [12] A. Chunk creation: A file is partitioned into a number of chunks allocated in distinct nodes so that Map Reduce Tasks can be performed in parallel over the nodes. The load of a node is typically proportional to the number of file chunks the node possesses. Because the files in a cloud can be arbitrarily created, deleted, and appended, and nodes can be upgraded, replaced and added in the file system, the file chunks are not distributed as uniformly as possible among the nodes. Objective is to allocate the chunks of files as uniformly as possible among the nodes such that no node manages an excessive number of chunks.
Fig 1: Chunk Creation Module
B. DHT formulation:
The storage nodes are structured as a network based on DHTs, e.g., discovering a file chunk can simply refer to rapid key lookup in DHTs, given that a unique handle is assigned to each file chunk. DHTs enable nodes to self-organize and Repair while constantly offering lookup functionality in node dynamism, simplifying the system provision and management. The chunk servers in our proposal are organized as a DHT network. Typical DHTs guarantee that if a node leaves, then its locally hosted chunks are reliably migrated to its successor; if a node joins, then it allocates the chunks whose IDs immediately precede the joining node from its successor to manage. 11. Client collects all the chunks then the file will be decrypted, then that will be viewed by client. Fig 5 shows the System Architecture, clients can upload and download the files from the main server through the sub server. The system is centralized so that only through the sub server the operations are performed.
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V. Conclusion
The proposal strives to balance the loads of nodes and reduce the demanded movement cost as much as possible, while taking advantage of physical network locality and node heterogeneity. In the absence of representative real workloads (i.e., the distributions of file chunks in a large scale storage system) in the public domain, we have investigated the performance of the proposal and compared it against competing algorithms through synthesized probabilistic distributions of file chunks. Emerging distributed file systems in production systems strongly depend on a central node for chunk reallocation. This dependence is clearly inadequate in a large-scale, failure-prone environment because the central load balancer is put under considerable workload that is linearly scaled with the system size, and may thus become the performance bottleneck and the single point of failure. The algorithm is compared against a centralized approach in a production system and a competing distributed solution presented in the literature. The simulation results indicate that the proposal is comparable with the existing centralized approach and considerably outperforms the prior distributed algorithm in terms of load imbalance factor, movement cost, and algorithmic overhead, a fully distributed load rebalancing algorithm is presented to cope with the load imbalance problem. In future increase efficiency and effectiveness of design are further validated by analytical models and a real implementation with a small-scale cluster environment. Highly desirable to improve the network efficiency by reducing each user's download time.
